
Jet-Substructure Discussion

What is jet substructure? 
Dynamics of particles inside the jet 

 

Two scales: angular + momentum space 

Quark Matter 2017 2 

Sketches by 
J. Thaler 

Marta Verweij 
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Fragmentation Functions (LHC)

228

• Significant but small-ish modification of FF 

• Inclusive compared to y-jet, mostly quark jets (expected)   

ATLAS CONF 2017 074
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Selection of Classic Jet Shapes (LHC)
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Invariant Jet Mass 
• M ~ z theta^2

• Area based and 

constituent subtraction 
gives similar results 


• Unfolded - AA jet mass 
distributions different 
compared to MC 

35

Jet shapes: measurements 

Quark Matter 2017 9 

Probing the angular and momentum scale of the quenched jets 

Radial profile 

Small jets: R=0.2 

Jet width 
girth 

pT-dispersion 
pTD 

All measurements show a narrowing of the core of the jet 
 

Event-averaged observable Jet-by-jet observables 

ALICE QM 2015 
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Marta Verweij 

M ~ z theta^2
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SoftDrop I
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LHC and RHIC SofDrop zg

541
• More Asymmetrically split (special selection) jets in AA 

• Slight momenta dependence 

• Not Unfolded (pp - smeared reference)
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Splitting Functions at STAR
• Data shows no modification in 

AA compared to pp

• These jets are special - hot 

tower selection 

• Exciting opportunity for jet-

geometry engineering 

43K Kauder, Nucl.Phys. A967 (2017) 516
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SoftDrop vs Parton Shower Graph (Pythia8 Parton Level)
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Pythia8 Shower pT~40 GeV
(a simple one)
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Experimental Access to full Parton Shower Evolution
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Strong coupling,  
AdS-CFT (String Theory)?

Energy Thermalization

Virtuality/(groomed)
Jet Mass ~ Rg

zg
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Experimental Access to full Parton Shower Evolution
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Strong coupling,  
AdS-CFT (String Theory)?

Energy Thermalization

Virtuality/(groomed)
Jet Mass ~ Rg

zg
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Energy, Splitting Function and virtuality direct input/
connection in/to pQCD jet quenching calculations!
More needed to constraint energy loss models?

(Further) Jet Shapes
(Sub-jet measurements)

pT

Following subsequent splits → Timeline 
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(Recursive SoftDrop) Lund Diagram
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Vacuum Medium

Kinematical	Phase	Space

12/09/2017 Harry	Andrews	- University	of	Birmingham 16

Ø In	blue	triangle	we	have	vacuum	splittings and	medium	induced	Rutherford	single	hard	scatterings	

Ø N=1	region	indicates	hard	single	scatters	where	jet	resolves	individual	quark/gluons	

LUND Plane 
 Jet Image 
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Frederic Dryer (MIT), Gavin Salam  
and Gregory Soyez  
Slides at Workshop
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More differential with Jet-Substructure Observables
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3
2015 NP-LRP 

“These studies have shown that the interaction of a jet with 
the medium does not detectably alter the direction of the 
jet as a whole and that while the energy loss is substantial, 
the depleted jets that emerge from the droplet are not 
substantially modified in other respects.”

Where are we going?
• However, the dominant e↵ect in any such di↵erential jet

shape ratio will still be the narrowing due to parton en-

ergy loss, which must therefore be reliably understood and

modeled. (Can di↵erential jet shape ratios be measured

in photon-jet events?)

• Note that the narrowing of jets with a given energy due

to parton energy loss also a↵ects the comparison of dijet

acoplanarity in PbPb to that in pp.

• What would be really cool is an observable (built using

softdrop and substructure techniques?) that remembers

the initial jet mass, i.e. what the jet mass or opening angle

would have been in the absence of any parton energy loss

or wake. If we could compare jets in pp and PbPb with

the same value of such an observable, the di↵erential jet

shape ratio would then give direct access to transverse

kicks, and K.
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More differential with Jet-Substructure Observables
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3
2015 NP-LRP 

“These studies have shown that the interaction of a jet with 
the medium does not detectably alter the direction of the 
jet as a whole and that while the energy loss is substantial, 
the depleted jets that emerge from the droplet are not 
substantially modified in other respects.”

Large amount of potential substructure observables exp. accessible: 
To some extent these observables are not independent.
Can we define a set of most promising/sensitive observables?

Utilizing the multi-scale aspects of jets via jet mass, grooming Rg …  
(recursively if needed) to tag/select jets (branchings) in energy and 
resolution scale and combine with standard quenching observables.
Besides experimental limitations, is such an approach conceptually  
sufficient?


